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Abstract 
A multilevel bilinear system of stochastic differential equations is a multilevel mean field 
system in which the drift term is also linear. Two kinds of parameters coexist in this model: 
the rate of spatial mixing and the noise intensity. The parameter space is partitioned into three 
regions that correspond to qualitatively different system behaviours also known as subcritical, 
critical and supercritical states. 
We obtain a complete description of the subcritical state and, particularly, the limiting behavior 
of the process when we rescale the time. We develop a new technique involving fractional 
moments which allows us to describe partially the supercritical state. The critical state is a very 
difficult one and although there some open questions remain, we have obtained rigorous partial 
results. 
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I. Introduction 
We find multilevel bilinear systems of stochastic differential equations in several 
fields such as the linearization of  randomly perturbed nonlinear systems. For example, 
they arise as models of population growth in a random environment in ecology and as 
models of intermittent behaviour (called the nonstationary Anderson parabolic model) 
in chemical kinetics, oceanography and statistical physics. 
In fact, a multilevel bilinear system of stochastic differential equations is a multilevel 
mean field system in which the diffusion term is also linear. Two kinds of parameters 
determine this model: the rate of spatial mixing and the noise intensity. The system 
exhibits qualitatively different behaviours in different parameter regimes, leading to a 
phase transition. I f  the noise intensity is small compared to the rate of spatial mixing, 
we observe that the system approaches an equilibrium. This situation is termed sub- 
critical. In contrast, the supercritical state is characterized by a large noise intensity 
and a small rate of  spatial mixing. In this state, the system exhibits intermittency: as 
time increases, very large spatial clumps develop and are separated by larger and larger 
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distances. The border between these two subspaces of the parameter space is defined 
as the critical case. 
The reason for studying the hierarchical mean field system is that this model has 
many of the advantages of the mean field approximation but overcomes the principal 
limitations of the latter. Indeed, the qualitative behaviour of the multilevel process, 
which is simpler than the corresponding lattice system, closely reflects the behaviour 
of its analog. 
Zeldovich et al. (1988) published a survey in which such systems are used to model 
physical situations. Other authors studied particular systems that belong to this broad 
class. For example, Dawson and Greven (1993a, b) considered the Fisher-Wright pro- 
cess which is described by the multilevel mean-field system with a diffusion term of 
the form v /~ l -x ) .  The authors obtained the McKean-Vlasov limit of the system 
and limiting results in a time rescaling context. Dawson and Greven (1995) studied 
the Feller-branching system in which the diffusion is x/~. Part of the work of Shiga 
(1992) is related to this class of systems. He introduced a small perturbation i to the 
drift term of a mean-field system. Using time renormalization, he proved a limit theo- 
rem about the empirical distribution when the diffusion term is bounded and )-H61der 
continuous. He obtained as a particular case some results about the bilinear system 
on the lattice 7/a. He proved that in dimensions d/> 3 (under some hypothesis on the 
initial conditions) the process approaches an equilibrium as t tends to infinity if a 
constant c, which multiplies the drift term, is sufficiently large. On the other hand, he 
also established that if this constant c is sufficiently small, then the process goes to 
extinction exponentially fast. 
For the multilevel bilinear system, we obtain a description of the subcritical case and, 
particularly, the limiting behavior of the process when we rescale the time. We prove 
that the law PN of the average process {XNL(NLt): t~>0} converges to a geometrical 
Brownian motion as N tends to infinity. We develop a new technique involving frac- 
tional moments that allows us to describe partially the supercritical case. The critical 
case is a very difficult one and although some open questions remain, we give partial 
results. 
2. Description of the model 
The NL-dimensional stochastic process we consider is defined on a complete filtered 
probability space (O ,~,{~:  t>~0},P) on which lives a NL-dimensional Brownian 
motion 
(W/: i=( i l , i2  . . . . .  iz), ikE{0,1 . . . . .  N - l} ,  kE{1,2, . . . ,L}).  
We assume that ~0 contains the collection of the P-null sets and that the filtration 
is right-continuous. The process X N is defined as the unique strong solution of the 
multilevel bilinear system of stochastic differential equations with small perturbation 
L 
dXN(t) = Z N---iZT-I(XI, -N _ ~N(t))  dt + N ~'cL+' (0 -- Xff(t)) dt 
k=l  
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+TxiU (t)dWi(t), 
i=(il,i2 ..... iL),ik E {0,1 .. . . .  N - l} ,  kE  {1,2 . . . . .  L}. 
where the constants cl, C2,...,CL+I, 0 and 7 are nonnegative (7 and cL are also assumed 
to be strictly positive) and, for kE {1,2 . . . . .  L}, 
N--I 
1 
YiN, k(t) - -~[k Z xiN(t)' XiNo(t)=xN(t)" 
i,,...,ik=O 
Note that, despite the notation, xiNk(t) does not depend on il, ie . . . . .  ik. We also denote 
by )~N L the average process 
N--I 
1 
N ~ E xN(t)" 
il,...,iL ~O 
The initial condition xN(o) needs to be independent of the Brownian motion. 
If the initial conditions are P-a.s. nonnegative, then the whole process will remain 
P-a.s. nonnegative. Therefore, xiN(t) can be viewed as the mass of the ilth colony of 
the i2th district.., of the ikth group of level k. . .  at time t. The kth term of the drift 
component (k C {1,2 . . . . .  k}) tends to bring the mass X~C(t) of a colony towards the 
average mass xiNk(t) of all colonies that belong to the same kth hierarchical group than 
this specfic ith colony. This effect is moderated by the factor ck/N k-l which reflects 
the diminished impact of distant neighbours on the colony. 
3. Statement  of  the results 
3.1. Subcritical, critical and supercritical states 
According to the limiting behaviours of its second moments, the process is classified 
in one of three different states. There is an equivalence r lation between these states and 
a specific partition of the parameter space. Indeed, a set of real numbers is constructed 
by iteration 
k- I  
~0=1 and, for k~{1,2 .... ,L}, ek =2ckek-i  --7 2 1-I 2cj. 
j-1 
The subcritical, the critical and the supercritical states correspond, respectively, to the 
criteria eL > 0, eL = 0 and eL < 0 or, equivalently, to the conditions 
L L L 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
- -<- -  E 72 and E >~'  Z 2ck 7 2, 2ck 
k=l k=l k=l 
3.2. Second moments of the process 
Even if exact expressions are not obtained for the second moments of the process, 
their limit behaviours can be found. (We do have exact formula for small values of 
L.) Note that the following results concerned the multilevel bilinear system of s.d.e. 
without small perturbation. 
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Theorem 3.1. Let ~Cl(N), x2(N) .... , KL+1(N) be some constants determined by the 
second moments of the initial conditions of the process. I f  cL+l =0 and if for any 
kE{0, 1 .. . . .  L}, 7k¢O then 
L 
E[~2L(t)]=Z~j(N)exp[ ( 7j 1 (1 ) )1  
j=l o~j_| NJ -1 ~-(9 ~] t 
+KL+1(N)exp [ ~7--~ jlZCJ N---£ +C(~-~ t], (2) 
where a function f (N)  is (9(N p) if there is a constant C such that If(N)[ <~CN pfor 
any N. 
It is useful to note that ~L >0 implies that ~k >0 for any kE {0, 1,...,L}. Therefore, 
since the subcritical and the supercritical states are characterized, respectively, by the 
convergence or the divergence of the second moments in a time rescaling context, the 
criterion established to discriminate these states of the system is justified by this last 
theorem. 
3.3. Subcritical state," Main Theorem 
This section treats the subcritical case. The conditions tated in Theorem 3.2 are 
assumed throughout the whole section. 
Theorem 3.2. Let PN be the probability law on C(~+, 1~+) induced by the stochastic 
process {)?NL(NLt): t~>0}. Assume that the following three assumptions on the initial 
conditions are satisfied: 
(i) there is a ~ > 0 such that 
sup max E[(Xff (O)) 2+~] < ~; 
N O<~il,'",iL<~N--I 
(ii) the sequence of initial laws {L~°(XNL(0)): N ~> 1 } converges weakly, as N tends 
to infinity, to a probability #; 
(iii) for any integer N, the random vector xN(o) is P-a.s. nonnegative. 
I f  the system is in the subcritical state (that is, if ~L > O) then the sequence 
{PN: N/>1} of probability laws converges weakly to the unique solution of the mar- 
tingale problem associated with ~ with initial distribution It where 
7 2 
(zCf)(x) = 
L 
H 2ckx2fn(x) + CL+I(O -- x)f'(x), f C C2(~, ~). 
k=l 
This martingale problem corresponds to a one-dimensional stochastic differential 
equation which can be written like Eq. (8) (with k2 = 0). Consequently, the equi- 
librium law of this s.d.e, has the density function (9). 
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If we remove the small perturbation i to the system, that is, if CL+I = O, then the 
unique solution of the (~',/J)-martingale problem is the law of the one-dimensional 
stochastic process 
-II2c w(t)-g t . t> o , Y(t)= Y(0)exp C~L k=l k=l 
where W is a Brownian motion. Therefore, for any fixed t > 0, the random variable 
XNL(NLt) converges weakly, as N tends to infinity, to a log-normal distribution. The 
rescaled average process converges weakly to a geometrical Brownian motion. 
Remark. There is an interaction chain, as defined in Dawson and Greven (1995), for 
our model. We suspect hat the condition 
- -  < ~/2 k=l 2Ck 
corresponds to the situation where the chain has a nontrivial entrance law. 
3.4. Critical and supercritical slates 
Theorem 3.3. Consider the multilevel bilinear system of s. d.e. without small pertur- 
bation, that is, CL+l = 0. Assume that the initial conditions are nonnegative square- 
integrable random variables with SUPNE[XNL(O)]. I f  p > L then 
Vt > O, XNL(NPt) N-T-~ 0 in probability. 
Theorem 3.4. Consider the multilevel bilinear system of s.d.e, without small pertur- 
bation (CL+l =0)  in the critical slate (~L=0). I f  
E[)?N2 (0)1 
then 
E[~ZL(NL_I/Zt)] N---,~ I -2 -2cLt 2Clt ~E[XL(0)](e +e ) .  
To show this result, we apply the same technique as the one used for the proof of 
Theorem 3.1. 
Finding the weak limit of the average process in the critical state with this special 
time rescaling is still an open problem. However, the form of the limit of its second 
moment suggests that an interesting weak limit may exist. 
4. Proofs 
4.1. Second moments of the process 
Proof of Theorem 3.1 (sketch). The proof is divided into three lemmas. The first one 
states that the second moments of the process satisfy an ordinary system of differential 
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equations MV =0, where M is a (L + l )× (L + l) matrix containing the derivative 
operator D = d/dt and V is a (L + 1)× 1 vector of second moments evaluated at 
time t. 
Since this system is homogeneous, E[~2,(t)] can be expressed as 
L+I 
Z Ifj(N) exp[o(N) t], 
j= I  
where rI(N),r2(N),.. . ,rL+j(N) represent the roots of p (D)= det(M) and KI(N), 
h'2(N) .... , KL+I(N) are some constants determined by the initial conditions of the sys- 
tem of ordinary differential equations. In fact, these conditions are related to the second 
moments of the initial law. 
The second and the third lemmas give, respectively, the form and the roots of p(D). 
Using It6's formula, we can prove Lemma 4.1. 
Lemma 4.1. Let D represent he derivative operator D = d/dt. The second moments 
satisfy the following system of differential equations: 
M 
1 N-J ] 
E, ~ ~ (x~N(t)) ~ 
L ,,.....,,.=o 
] E ~ ~ (2~'~(t)) 2 
il,...,it =O 
E 
1 N-~ ] 
NL--M ~ (xiUM(t)) 2 
iM ~ I,..., iL =0 
E[22~(t)] 
~0 
0 
0 
0 
where the (L + 1 ) x (L + 1 ) matrix M is' 
L 
D+ 
k=l  
2c, _ ~,2 --2Cl 2c2 
~ N 
,,2 L 2c'k 2c2 
N' D+~ Nk_, N 
k=2 
? 0 D J r  ~L  2c~ 
:v2 z__. ~ , 
k=3 
T 2 
0 0 
N 3 
~,2 
' 0 0 
N L 
• ° 
2CL 
N L 
2CL 
NL--I 
2eL 
N L- i 
2ct 
NL--I 
D 
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Lemma 4.2. 
L 
det(M)= D L+I + Ni('[--_-_l)/2 4- (9 Ni(i )/2+1 
i=1 " 
H 2ci 4- ~ (3) NL(L+ 1)/2 NL(L~ )/2+ 1 " 
i=l 
Proof of Lemma 4.2 (idea). For k E {1,2 . . . . .  L}, let P~ and Rk denote, respectively, 
the following (k + 1 ) × (k 4- 1 ) matrices built with the entries of M:  
ml, i  
mk+ I, l 
• • • ml,k+l  
•. mk+l,k+ 1
and 
m2mlk+ i] • ° . .  
mk+l ,2  • • • mk+l,k+l 
Using induction on k, one can show that for kE{1,2  . . . . .  L}, 
k- I  k 
det (Rk)=~Dk_ i6c (1)  l 1-I ( 1 ) Ni(7_l)/2 4- Nk(k_l)/~ 2 -- 2el 4- (9 Nk(kZl)/2+ 1 
i :0  i=1 
and for kE{1,2  . . . . .  L -  1}, 
( , ))o,+,, det(Pk) =D k+l 4- Z Ni(~--l)/2 4- (-9 Ni(i_-l)/2+l 
i=1 
Lemma 4.3. Let pI(N),p2(N) . . . .  ,p , (N)  be the roots of 
p(x) = x n + al(N)x n-I + az(N)x '~-2 +. . .  + an(N). 
If Jor any kE{1,2  . . . . .  n}, 
"k (N)= Bk ' Nk(k- i )/2 t- C 1 
where fik ¢ O, then we can rename the roots such that 
Ok(N) - -  ilk-1 Nk-1  4 -C  ~-~ 
,/'or any k¢{1,2  . . . . .  n}, where flo = 1. 
4.2• Suberitical state: Intermediate results and proofs 
In the following, we assume that the conditions stated in Theorem 3.2 hold, that is, 
the system is in the subcritical state and XN(O) satisfies the requirements• The next 
lemma is useful in many of the following proofs. 
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Lemma 4.4. I f  there is a 5 > 0 such that 
sup max E[(xiN(o)) 2+a] < oo, 
N O<.ii,...,iL<~N--1 
then, there is a constant Ct for which 
sup sup max E[(xiN(u)) 2+a] ~ Ct. 
N O<~u<~NLt O<,il,...,iL<~N--I 
Since the proof of this lemma is based upon the proof of Lemma 2.2(b) by Cox et al. 
(1995), we refer to their publication for a justification of the result. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2 (sketch). The technique used for the proof is based on the 
classical trilogy: tightness, identification and unicity of the limit point. 
Assertion [AI]. The sequence {PN: N >~ 1} of probability laws is tight. 
Now, assuming [All, we choose an arbitrary convergent subsequence {PN'} of 
{PN: N ~> 1 } and we denote by P~ its limit point. We claim that P~ is a solution 
of the martingale problem associated with ~¢ff. To prove this assertion, we need to 
show that the stochastic process 
{f (~t ) -~ot (d f ) (~s)ds :  t~>0} 
is a Poo-martingale for f (x )=x and f (x )=x 2 where {~t: t ~>0} denotes the canonical 
process on C(~+, ~+). Explicitly, we must verify what follows: 
Assertion [A2]. The two stochastic processes 
{ i' } {t  - -  CL+I (0 -- {s )ds :  t~>0 
and 
~ - Y- H 2ok 
0~L k=l  
are P~-martingales. 
~2ds - 2CL+l (0 -- ~)~s ds: t~>0 S 
Since the (d,/~)-martingale problem has a unique solution, any convergent subse- 
quence tends to P~ and therefore, {PN: N i> 1 } converges weakly to P~. 
Proof of Assertion [Ai]. The proof is based on Aldous' theorem and Rebolledo's 
theorem (refer Joffe and Mrtivier, 1986). We state here the result in our particular 
context: 
The sequence of probability laws {PN : N ~> l } is tight if and only if the two following 
conditions hold: 
[Tl] For every t in some dense subset of E+, the laws of the random variables 
{)?NL(NLt): N~>I} form a tight sequence of laws in I1~. 
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[T2] For every x>0,  r /> 0 and ~ > 0 there exists 6 > 0 and an integer No with 
the property that whatever be the family of stopping times {rN: N>~ 1} {ZN being a 
{~Nt: t ~>0}-stopping time) with ZN < X, 
sup sup P[[ (XNL)(NL(TN ~- 0)) -- (XNL)(NL'cN)I/> ~] < ~, 
N>~No 0<~6 
where (-~NL) is the associated Meyer increasing process. 
Using Markov's inequality, the strong Markov property of the stochastic integral 
involved in the Meyer increasing process and the expression we found for the second 
moments of the process, these two conditions are easily verified. 
Proof of Assertion [Az]. This proof is divided into two propositions. 
Proposition 4.1. {~t - CL+I jo(O -- ~s)ds: t>~0} is a P~-martingale. 
Proof of Proposition 4.1. It suffices to show that for any real numbers and t with 
O<~s<<.t and for any a{¢r: 0~<r~<s}-measurable function ¢bE Cb(C(~+, ~), ~), 
E~[~(~t-CL+l fot (O-~r)dr) l=E~[~(~s-CL+l  fo'~(O-~r)dr)] •
The last equation is obtained as a direct consequence of a generalization of the contin- 
uous mapping theorem (see the appendix for a statement of the result) since we obtain 
from Eq. (1) that 
{'NL(NLt) -- CL+I fot(O -- )(Nr(NLs))ds: t>/O} 
is a P-martingale, which implies that 
{~t--CL+l fot(O--~s)dS: t>/O} 
is a PN-martingale. 
Proposition 4.2. I f  
[/s dr t 1 ~ 1 E ~ ~L 
il,...,ig=O 
converges to zero as N tends to infinity, then 
~ -- -~L : 2Ck ~2 ds-- ZCL+, ~s)~,.ds: t~>O 
is a Po~-martingale. 
Lk~=12ek)(2t~(NLr) dr I (4) 
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Proof of Proposition 4.2. From Eq. (1) and It6's formula, we obtain 
_ 2N2 . (0 )  P-a__s. 2cz+l [t(O - Z~L(NLt) dr 
Jo 
t N-- I  
+72 foo 1 -~ Z (xig(NLr))2dr 
il,...,iL=O 
N-1  NLt 
+2y~ Z 2N~(r)XN(r)dWi(r) 
il,...,iL=O dO 
which implies that 
L t 
)~2L(NLt)_ 72 H 20, [ )~2L(NLr)dr 
~L k=l JO 
f0  t - 2CL+l (0 -- XNL(NLr))XNL(NLr) dr 
XN L(NLr)dr- 72 ~-i Z (XN(NLr))2 dr 
= il ,..., i~ =0 
is a P-martingale. We use the same techniques as in the proof of Proposition 4.1 to 
conclude this one. 
It remains to show that expression (4) converges to zero as N tends to infinity. 
Theorem 4.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.2, 
E t 1 t 1 HZck~L(NLr)dr (X?(NLr) )  2dr -  - -  
il ,..., iL= 0 ~L k=l 
tends to zero as N goes to infinity. 
(5) 
Proof of Theorem 4.1 (sketch). The goal of the next few steps is to break the problem 
into simpler ones. 
Step 1: Because 
sup E (xiN(NLu)) 2 2Ck)(2,(NLu) 
s<~u<~t 5~L il,...,iL=O k=l 
is bounded by a function which is Lebesgue integrable on [s,t] then from Fubini- 
Tonelli's theorem and the dominated convergence theorem, we can reduce the proof 
of the convergence of expression (5) to the proof of the following statement: 
For any u 6 [s, t], 
E ~ ~ (xN(NLu))2 -- -- H2ckX2NL(NLu ) N~of O. (6) 
il ...,i/=0 ~L k=l  
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Step 2: From the triangle inequality, Eq. (6) is established if for any M E { 1,2 .... .  L} 
and any u E [s, t], 
72 M-1 1 
E ~ 2Ck?¢L--M+, Z (XiN, M-'(NLu))2 
iM,..., iL =0 
N--1 1 '2 M 1_ E 
H 2Ck ~vL M (xiN.M (NLu))2 (7) 
~M k = 1 iM+l ,,.., iL =0 J 
goes to zero as N increases to infinity. 
Notation. Let Qnt(x, dy) and 0, be, respectively, the transition probability and the 
equilibrium of the one-dimensional diffusion process described by the stochastic differ- 
ential equation 
k2(o- Y(t))dt+xY(t)dW(t), ~1,0~0, (8) dY(t)=kl(q - Y(t))dt + 
where W represents a Brownian motion. 
Step 3: The equilibrium law O, has the following density function: 
f (2~)x+l x-(;+Z)e -2~/x if x > 0, 
f (x )= /0F(2+l )  ifx~<0, (9) 
where 2 = (2kl + 2k2/N)/x 2 and ~ = (kl rl + (k2/N)O)/kl + k2/N. 
Since 
~f~ k2 2 2(kit/+ ~0) 
YzO~(dY) = (2kl + .~z _ x2)(kl + ~) '  
expression (7) is bounded by 
+ f(N)  
(lO) 
in which 
,~2 M-  1 
qg(y) = H 2Cmy2' 
O~M 1 m~l 
tCz  
L Cm ]£2 
kl = ~ Nm_ 1' k2 - -  NM_  1 
m=M 
I 1 ),2 M-ill 2Cm, 
NM- I  ~M- I  m~l 
for any constant k2, (11) 
and f (N)  N~_+a~ O. 
Step 4: We claim that it is enough to prove that expression (10) converges to zero 
as N tends to infinity for any bounded continuous differentiable function q~ :~ ---* ~. 
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Indeed, if we build a sequence of such functions that increases to 
72 M-l.r_r 
q~(Y) = -  l I  2Cm y 2, OCM--1 m=l 
then we can use the uniform integrability of the random variables 
{(x~N(Nu))2: N~>I, O4ik<~N-1,  l<~k~L} 
(given by Lemma 4.4) and the dominated convergence theorem to conclude to the 
convergence of expression (10). 
Notation. Since the average process XUM(t) changes in time much slower than any 
of the components xiN(t) of X N, then we can pretend that XNM(t) behaves almost as 
a constant on time intervals of length smaller than order N u. Therefore, to prove that 
E NL_M+, E (£NM-I(NLu))-- ~P(Y)O~N.(NL") (dy) 
im ,..., it =0 
converges to zero as N increases to infinity for any bounded continuous differentiable 
function ~p, we introduce an intermediate process: for any fixed integer M E { 1,2,... ,L} 
and any fixed real numbers u >0 and T > 0, we define a NL-dimensional modified 
process, denoted X N'M'T'" as follows: if O<~s<~(N L -  N M IT)u, then 
x/'M' =xiN( ) 
and if s >~ (N L - N M- 1 T )u ,  then 
xIN'M'T'~(S) = x/N((N 
M--1 
+Z- -  
m--I 
L 
+E 
m=M 
-- NM-1T)u) 
Cm [s (xN'M'r'U(r)-- xtN'M'r'U(r)) dr 
Nm-1 j(NL_NM_~T)u, i,m 
S; Cm (~NM((NL -- N M-! T)u)--xiN'g'r'"(r)) dr N m-1 l, N M IT) u 
CL+, f s  ~, (O-- xiN'M'r'~(r)) dr 
~- NL-  J(N -N  'T)u 
I 72 M-1 f(N xN'M'T'u + - -  1-[ 2cm i,M-I ( r )d~(r ) .  (12) 
0~M--1 m=l L--NM IT)z~ 
Step 5: Again, from the triangle inequality, we reduce the proof of the convergence 
of expression (10) to zero (for any bounded continuous differential function qo) to the 
next four inequalities: there is a constant C and, for any positive real number t, there 
is a constant Ct such that: 
Inequality I: For any real number u E ]0, t] and for any ~ > 0, there exists a real number 
T(e) such that for any real number T >>. T(e), there is an integer N(~, T) such that for 
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any integer N >~N(e, T), 
E NL_M+I Z ~o(2NM-'(NLu))--~o(2N'MM'-r'"(NLu)) 
ig,..., ir =0 
<~Ct +-~ + e . 
Inequality II: 
[ NL  1-M+I N- '  supE E {q)(j(iN'MM'--r"(NLu)) 
u>0 L iM ,..., iL = 0 
-E[qo(X'i '~"_ , (N u))II~(NL-N.-'~)o]} -~ N(L_M+,)/2. 
Inequality III: For any u>0,  
E [ U L--M+'I N--IE E[q)(2iN'MM'-r'"(NLu))II~((N~-N~-'r)"I 
iM,..., iL =0 
L+I Cm I . 
Inequality IV: 
N-1  
sup NL_m Z E ~O(y)%,#(NL_NM-,r).)(dy ) 
O<u<~t iM+l ,.., iL=O + 
C T T 
We skip now for the proof of the first inequality and, for some reasons that will 
come to light with the proof itself, we wait until the three other inequalities are shown 
before exposing the details of the proof. 
Proof of Inequality II. From Jensen's inequality, it suffices to prove that 
E( 1 supE NL--M+I E {q~(f[iU'MM'-r(U(NCu)) 
t>0 iM,...,iL=O ' 
-N g, r,u L ~ 41[~0 Hz 
-E[q,(X~,M_ , (N U))II~(NL--NM-- r ) . ]}  < NL--M+'" 
But this last inequality is a consequence of the conditional independence of 
-N,M,T,u L . {X~,M_ 1 (N u). kE{M,M+ 1 . . . . .  L}; ike{O, 1,...,N-- 1}} 
with respect o P(oHO~NC_ N" tT)u). 
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Proof of Inequality IlI. First, note that 
-N,M,T,u L ~" 
E[~p(X~,M_ 1 (N bl))ll~J~(Xl. NM-,T)u] 
)~jVt((NL _N  M-  I T)u) t ; ' ;N 
= ~P(Y)QN,;; 'f. ~Xi.M J(( NL-NM 1T)u)'dY) 
with kj and t¢ defined as in (11 ). Therefore, Inequality Ill follows from the next 
inequality: 
~+ e(y)Q",(x, dy)- j~, ~o(y) On(dy) 
kit/+ N O 
~<U~p']loo x+ & exp - kl + t . (13) 
kt +X 
Let us prove this last inequality. In the following, Y,1 and Z, denote two strong 
solutions of the stochastic differential equation (8) with respective initial conditions 
Lf(Y,(0)) = 0, 7 and Z,(0)=x. We will also use these processes in the proof of the In- 
equality IV. Since the local time L°(M) of a continuous semimartingale M
satisfies 
'/0' L~(M)= ~i~00 8 l{0~<M,.<~:} d(M)r, 
we use successively the coupling method and Tanaka's formula and then take the 
expectation to obtain the equality 
E[,Y~(t)- Z~(t),]~-E[,Y~(O)- Z~(O)[]- (k, + ~ ) ~tE[,Y,~(s)- Z~(s),]ds 
which leads to 
I klq+Tv +x exp[ - (k ,+~)t ] .  E[Ir.(t)- Z.(t)l]<<. \ -k~ + ~ 
From the law of the mean, we establish 
f~+ ~o(y)QT(x. dy)-  ~+ ~o(y) 'O . , (dy)  - -  E[l~p(Y.(t)) - ~(Z,~, ) ) I ]  
4 li~'II~EflY.(t) - z,(t)[] 
which completes the proof of Inequality (13) and, consequently, the proof of Inequal- 
ity IIl is completed. 
Proof of Inequality IV, Because 
E[ IY . , (O)  - Y .~(O) I ]  = It/, - tl2l. 
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we can use the law of the mean to obtain 
E[L+~Y)~NM(,NL--NM-IT).)(dY)--~+~(Y)~N,(NL.)(dY) ] 
= f IE[~o(Yn,(O))] - E[¢(Y.,(O))]I 
d~ 
× p(XNM((NL - N M-1 r)u)  E dq,,XiNM(NLu) C dq2) 
< II "II E[I£iNM(( NL - NM-I T)u) - -  -~iNM(NLu)I]. 
The proof of Inequality IV will be completed by the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.5. Assume that the conditions of Theorem 3.2 are satisfied. For any integer 
M such that O<~M<~L and any positive real number t, there is a constant Ct such 
that for any real numbers l and s2 with O<~sl <~s2 <~Ntt, 
NL-M E E [ ]X iNM(s2) - -RNM(s ' ) I ]< 'Ct~v~+~ 
iM + I ,..., iL =0 
Proof of Lemma 4.5. Summing over the first M components of i in the integral form 
of Eq. (1) and taking consecutively the absolute value and the expectation, we get 
N--I 
1 
NL- -M E 
iM+ I ,..., it ~0  
E[ IxNM(s2)  -- R~,M(S, )l] 
N- ,  
_s2 - sl 1 , 1 
<~ C -N--M- + NL-M E E 
iM+l,..., it=O 
N --  1 / ' s2  "] 
From Jensen's inequality and a property of the Meyer increasing process, the second 
term on the right-hand side is bounded by 
1 E 1 XN(r)dWi(r) (s2) N L_~ E y ~-~ . ,...,, = . 
i¢i el,..., iL =0 O 0 
This proof is complete. 
N-, ] 
E dr.<c, v
l l ,..., iL=O 
Proof of Inequality I (sketch). The proof of this inequality is made by induction on the 
number L of levels. First, we prove that the inequality holds for L : 1 which complete 
the proofs of Theorem 4.1 and, consequently, of Theorem 3.2 for this case. Secondly, 
we assume that the inequality and, consequently, Theorems 4.1 and 3.2 hold for a 
system with L -  1 levels or less. Thirdly, we prove using the induction hypothesis that 
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the inequality holds for a L-levels system which completes the proofs of Theorems 4.1 
and 3.2. 
Proof of Inequality I. 
L = 1: Because of the law of the mean, it suffices to prove that 
sup  __  + . 
O<u~t N i=0 
Using coupling on Eqs. (1) and (2) and Tanaka's formula, 
[xiN (N u) _ x/N, ,, T, U(Nu) I 
P-a.s f(£'u < c, 12N(~) - XN((N -- T)u)l ds 
-T)u 
~ '~ ]xiN(Ns) - X N" 1' T'"(Ns)[ d Wi(s). +7 -T)u 
Taking expectation, we complete the proof by Lemma 4.5. 
L arbitrary: We need to introduce a second modified process. For any fixed integer 
1 <~M<<.L and any fixed real numbers u>0 and T>0,  we define the process yN, g,Y,. 
as follows: if 0 <~ s <~ (N L - N M- 1 T)u, then 
=x/N(s) 
and if s>~(N L - NM-1T)u,  then 
YiN'M'T'U(s) : XN((N  L - N M-1 T)u)  
M- I  s 
+ E Cm y N, ,T,u(r))dr 
m=l im--I L--NM-IT)u " 
L s 
-~ E Cm f(N (XNM((NL--NM- 'T)u)- -yN'M'r 'u(r ) )dr  
m=M Nm-I L--NM--IT)u 
CL+I f(~ (0 -  YiN'M'T'U(r))dr 
~- ~ L_NM-IT) u 
SN +?, Yff'M'r'u(r)d~(r). (14) L N M IT) u 
Note that if we condition with respect o ~N-N"  'T)u then yN, M,r,, behaves like 
N L-M+1 independent (M-  1)-levels bilinear processes with small perturbation. We 
will show that 
(i) for any real number t>0,  there is a constant Ct such that for any O<u<~t, 
E 1 -N,M Tu L 
NL---M+I E I(P(XiNM-'(NLu)) - (P(~,M'-i (N u)) I <~Ct 4- . 
iM ,..., iL =0 
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(ii) for any e > O, there is a T(e) such that for any T>T(e), there exists a N(e, T) 
such that for any N >N(e, T), 
i 1 1 ~/4[l~pl[ ~ E --NL_M+, Z I(P(Y~,M -'-NM'r'u(NLu)) - q~(gN'ff'~"(NLu)) <~ VN--ZZ-ff_ M + ~. iM ,..., it. =0 
Proof of Inequality (I). Using coupling on Eqs. (1) and (14) and Tanaka's formula, 
we obtain 
IXN (NLu) - yiN, M, r,~(NLu)l 
M-- l N Ltt 
P-a.s. ~ N m-I  [ <.2_ ,  cm Yi, m '" ( )l dr 
m=l J(NL--NM-IT)u 
L NLu 
+E Cm f i~N,u(r) -N  L - -  X~,M( (N  - N M-I T)u)l dr 
N~-_ Im=M J(N L --N M-1Y)u 
L+I NLu 
- -E  Cm [ [XN( r ) - -  yiN'M'r'~(r) ldr 
N,.-J m=l J (NL-N M-I T)u 
fNLu 
+ 7J(NL_Nu_,r)[XN(r ) - Y iN'M'T 'U(r) [  d~(r )  
which implies that 
N-- I  1 N---Z E E[[xiN(NLu)- YIN'M'r'"(NLu)[] 
il,...,iL=O 
L NZu 
m=M Nm- I  d(NL--NM-IT)u NL--M 
N-1 
X Z E[]XiNM(?') -N  L -- X~, M ((N - N M-1 T)u)l] dr 
iM+l,...,iL=O 
<~ Ct + ~ , 
where the last inequality comes from Lemma 4.5. The proof is completed by using the 
law of the mean. 
Proof of Inequality (II). Note that yN, l,r,u =xN,1,T,u, SO we only need to consider 
2 ~<M ~<L. From Jensen's inequality, 
[ ] 1 -N,M,T,u L E NL_M+, Z q~(fiN'MM'--r'U(NLu)) --q~(Xi, M-I (N u)) 
iM ,..., iL =0 
( [ [ (  1 
< E E 
iM ,..., iL =0 
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Note that if s2(NLvM+l - T)u, then 
qKMQ(s) =Jq((NL - N”-‘T)u) 
and 
J’ 
s 
+Y 5 N,M ‘“(r) d@(r). 
(Iv-.v”-‘T)u 
where 
L-M+2 
and 
v = 2,;‘s Ts u ((NM-’ - T)u). 
Therefore, the proof is completed by Proposition 4.4. 
Proposition 4.3. Let UN and VN he two strong solutions of System (1). If the 
initial conditions of both processes are nonnegative and square-integrable, and if 
sup, E[flN~(0)] < cx and sup, E[&‘N,-(0)] < 00 then for any bounded continuous 
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function qo with bounded first derivative, 
sup (E[(p(ON~(NLTt))] - E[q~(('NL(NLTt))]) r-T--~ O. 
N 
This means that the average process of the strong solution of System (1) tends to 
forget its origin as time goes by. 
Proposition 4.4. Let U N denote the N<dimensional process defined as the strong 
solution of System (1) with 2 levels, 1 <. 2 <L and V N is the one-dimensional strong 
solution of 
dV(t) = c;.+1(0 - V(t))dt  + - -  H 2ckV(t)dW(t) (15) 
0~j k=l  
with initial condition vN(o) = (1/N L) }-~,~)i~=o uN(0) • 
I]" the system is in the subcritical state and if 
supe ui (o) 
N 
l ' l  , . . . ,  t';.:O 
then the following inequality holds .['or an), bounded continuous Junction ~o with 
bounded first derivative: 
For an)' ~ > O, there is a T(e) such that for an), T> T(e), there exists a N(c, T) 
such that Jor an); N >N(e,, T), 
E q~ U~(NaTt) -qo(VN(Tt))  <~. 
it,...,i) =O 
Proof of Proposition 4.3. Because of the law of the mean, it suffices to prove that 
E [I ONL (N L T t) - PNL (N L T t)l] tends to zero as T tends to infinity uniformly in N. Using 
the coupling method and Tanaka's formula, we obtain for any 0 ~<s ~< t 
E[Iu~N(t) - u//N(t)I] -- E[ ]UN(s )  - viN(s)[] 
L t 
NT- , E[IU~Nk(r)- P~,~(r)h] dr 
k=l  
L+I  t 
Ck S E[ IUN(r ) -  viN(r)Hdr 
-Z  Nk-1 
k=l  
which implies that 
IN, 1[ E 1 1 N-1 Lv2(t)-v#(t)L-e  Z I N(s) - V#(s)l 
il ,...,iL=O il,...,i, =0  
f ~<_N_7 _cL+l E~-~ ]U~(r ) -  v/N(r)[ dr. il ..., iL =0 
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From this last inequality, we derive two others: for any O~s<~t, 
E E" ]E 1 1 N-1  ~2- i~,...,ZiL=0 [ uX(t) viN(t)l ~E ~i,,...,iL=O 
and, if we look at time NLTt, 
] fs t 1 [UN(NLTr)- viiN(NLTr)[ dr eL+l T E -~2 
il,...,iL=0 
~E[~.~NL (0 ) ]  -[- E[/7"NL (0 ) ] .  
From the law of the mean, there is a u E (s, t) for which 
il ,.,., iL =0 
isiS' ] 1 - E [uIN(NLTr)- viiN(NLTr)[ dr. t - s  -N --i il ,..., iL=0 
Therefore, 
N- I  ~ 
1 
supE ~ ~ IUN(NLTt)--viN(NLTt)I 
N ih...,iL=0 
N Lg L il,...,iL= 0 1(  ) 
~ cL+~ r(t  - s) supE[ON~(O)] + supE[VN~(O)]N r~-~ O' 
Proof of Proposition 4.4. If the initial conditions are constant (that is, if for any i, 
u/N(0)=x) then, from Theorem 3.2 (recall that from the induction hypothesis, this 
theorem is satisfied when the number of levels is strictly smaller than L), we know 
that 
({ , . ) )  ~.  Z UN(N~t): t>~O 
il,...,i;=O 
converges weakly (as N tends to infinity) to L¢({V(t): t~>0}) where V is the unique 
strong solution of Eq. (15) with the initial condition V(0)=x. Therefore, for any T > 0 
and any bounded continuous function ~o, 
[( " )1 E 1 q) -N--£ Z UN(N2Tt) N-~E[qg(V(Tt))] il,...,ii=O 
We use Proposition 4.3 to complete this proof. That is, we use the fact that both 
processes involved here tend to forget their origins to put back the desired initial 
conditions. 
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This completes the proof  o f  the main result in the subcritical case. Remember  that 
we obtained the l imiting distribution o f  the average process in a t ime rescaling context. 
4.3. Critical and supercritical states 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Using Ito's formula with f(x) = x/~ and taking expectation, 
E[ ¢XNL(NPt) ] -- E[ ¢XNL(NPO) ] 
72 fo t [XNL3/2(NPS) -N  " ~ 8  NP-L E 1 
N, ] 
E (XN(NPs))2 ds 
it ,..., i;, =0  
72 p-L f t  
-- -fiN Jo E[V/XNL(NPs)]ds 
- p N---,cx~ 
which implies that E[V/XNL(N t)] ~ 0. The result then fol lows from Markov 's  in- 
equality. 
Appendix 
Theorem A. I  (A generalization of  the open mapping theorem). Let {Pn: n>~l} be 
a sequence of probabilities on C(II~+, E)  which converges weakly to a probability 
I~ and let f be a measurable function on C(~+,R) .  We assume that the set of 
discontinuities o f f  is a null set for # and we also suppose the existence of a fi > O for 
which supn f Ifl 1+6 d~. <e~.  Under these conditions, the sequence f f dp, converges 
to f f dl~. 
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